Let A C C~U(G) be a linesr subspace with sufficiently many elements to separate the points of M(G); in other words, if w E M(G) and if for all f E A, then p = O. We are J f(t)dp(t) = O G then able to pair A
Let G denote a locally compact (not necessarily abelian) group and M(G) the collection of finite regular Borel measures on G. The set M(G) is a semisimple Banach algebra with identity under convolution *. It can be identified with the dml space of CO(G), the space of continuous complex-valued functions on G that vanish at infinity, with the sup-norm.
The group G has a left-invariant regular Borel measure din(x) that is unique up to a constant and is called the left Haar measure of G. Let C '(G) denote the space of bounded continuous functions on G. For each x e G, we define on C '(G) the left-translation operator by the relation L(x)f(y) = f(x-l y) (f~CB(G)) .
We say that f e CB(G) is right uniformly continuous if L(xa) f % L(x) f uniformly, whenever Xa~x. Let C&(G) denote the subspace of C '(G) of right uniformly continuous functions.
For p c M(G), define L(x) p c M(G) by the conditioñ f(t)dL(x)~(t) =~L(x-l)f(t)dw(t), G G
where f c CO(G). We wish to study for which p 6 M(G) the map x b L(x) # is continuous from G into M(G), where M(G) will be equipped with an L(x) -invariant metric topology.
In particular, we shall characterize MO(G), the algebra of measures whose Fourier transform vanishes at infinity.
u (A, M(G)) -bounded if and only if Ak is bounded in sup-norm. We let $(Ak) denote the topology on M(G) of uniform convergence on the S&S Ak. Note that .?7(Ak) gives an L(x) -invariant metric topology on M(G). For k >1, let
Then Tk is an L(x) -invariant seminorm on M(G).
Definition.
For p c M(G), we say that p has separable orbit in (M(G), @(Ak)) if there exists a sequence {xn}~= 1 c G such that for each x c G, k >1, and z >0,
PYOOJ. Let SQ~s. Choose k >1 and & >0. We need to show there exists an a. such that for 0> OIo, we have the inequality 7k(L(s Q) P -L(s) P) < &-.lye that for f c C~u(G), L(y~l)f~L(y-l)f uniformly as y~~y (and hence as y~-
We wish to show that S(n) is closed.
Let y~q S(n) be such that Yp~y. Thus
BY hypothesis, G = Un.1S(n). By the Baire category the :f~Ak} <&/3. mem for locallv compact groups, there" exists no 'such that S(nO) has an interior. Thus there exists an open set U about s such that tos '1 U C S(no) for some to E S(no). Let CYobe such that Sa E U for a > a o. We now show that for a > a o, the inequality
For a~a o, we have that
PYoof. Note that (M(G), fY(Ak)) is a metric space. Let G= U~=l Kn, where Kn is compact.
The image of Kn under x~L(x) u is a compact metric space and hence is separable.
Thus the image of G is separable.
s If G is not fJ-compact and M(G) has the measure norm topology, then no nonzero measure has a separable orbit.
We now show that p c M(G) has the property that x h L(x) p is continuous from G to (M(G), Y (Ak)) if and only if p is in the S(Ak)-closure of L1 (G), denoted by L1(@~.
Proof.
Let { fa } be an approximate e identity in L 1(G), indexed over a neighborhood base of e; in other words, support (fa ) C a, fa >0, and IIfa 111= 1. Choose k.~1 and c >0.
It suffices to show that Tk(fa*p -p)~z for @ >@O, for some a 0. Pick U to be a symmetric neighborhood of e in G such that
for x~U. Choose a o such that the inequality a~a o implies that support (fa) c U. Now for a~ao,
P~oof. We note first that since Ak is u (A, M(G))-bounded and L(x)-invariant, Ak is a sup-norm bounded set in CB(G); in fact, for all x~G, we have that where~e is the unit mass at e. Now x h L(x) p is continuous from G to M(G) in the measure norm, for M 6 L 1(G). Thus, since Ak is a sup-norm bounded set, x * L(x) p is continuous from G to (M(G),~(Ak)) for w c L l(G). Choose peL1@)A, and let Xa~x. Let k >1 and c >0. We need to find an ao such that
Remavk. The two theorems above also hold if A is a space of bounded Bore] functions, rather than a subspace of C~u(G). 
COROLLARY 5. Let p c M(G). If p has .sepavable ovbit in
(M(G), II . II), then x w L(x)~is continuous f?'orn G to (M(G), II " II). Su)jose G is u -compact.~x H L(x) p is continuous f?wm G to (M(G), II . ]1), then p has sepa~able o~bit in (M(G), II . II).
COROLLARY 6. Let p c M(G). The measure p is absolutely continuous if and
Remarks.
Propositions 1 and 2 are similar in spirit to a theorem of K. Shiga [8] in the compact case. Corollary 5 was obtained by R. Larsen [5] for the case where G is second countable and by K. W. Tam [9] in the general case. Corollary 6 was obtained by W. Rudin [7] .
We now study M(G) under its sup-norm II . II~. We shall give first the abelian case for motivation.
We then treat the compact nonabelian case and finally the general case.
Let G be abelian, and let 6 denote the character group of G. . Lef K be the closure of UO in 6. We now prove the analogous result for the case where G is compact and nonabelian.
This result is independent of the rest of this paper. We use the notation of Dunkl and Ramirez [1, Chapters 7 and 8] , where proofs of unproved statements below may be found.
Let G be a compact, nonabelian group. We let~denote the set of eq~valence classes of continuous, unitary irreducible representations of G. For Q c G, let T@ be an element of a. Then Ta is a homomorphism of G into U(na ), the group of unitary na X na matrices, where na is the dimension of CY. We use Ta (x)ij to denote the matrix entries of Ta(x) (1 S i,~S n) md Taij 'a X~(x) = trace (T@(x)) n~Ta(x)ii . i=l
This trace x~is called the character of a, and it is independent of the choice of T@ in a. Let X be an n-dimensional, complex inner-product space. Let @ (X) denote the space of linear maps from X into X. We define the operator norm of A 6 L%(X) by llAll@ = su~{lA~I,teX, 1~1 < 1}.
For the trace of A, we find that Tr A =~~=1 (A$i, ti), where { $i}~=l is some orthonormal basis for X and ( ., . ) denotes the inner product in X. Let \Al denote (A* A)1f2.
The operator norm of A is llAll~, that is, max{~f 1~i <n}, where the Ai are the eigenvalues of IAI . . For each A~%(X), we have the inequality lTrAl~nllAl\m. Thus UO is an equicontinuous set of representation oi G.
Let Xa =Tr Ta.
We claim that {x~/na: a 6 UO} is an equicontinuous, uniformly bounded set of functions. This is the case since
Further IIXa /na IIm <1, and hence {xa /na: a c UO} is relatively compact, by the Arzel~-Ascoli theorem. Since the {x~/na } are orthogonal in L2 (G), either UO is finite or {x~/na: Q' 6 U 0} has O as a uniform cluster point. This latter condition cannot happen, since x~(e )/na = 1. s
Let G be as above (that is, compact and nonabelian).
We shall give the analogue to Corollary 7. Let the set @= {$a: Q~~, where @a E fB(C 'a)} be such that sup { II@aII~: a 6 d} < CO. The set of all such + is denoted by~a(~).
It is a
Banach algebra under the norm II$11~= sup { II@aII~: @ c d} and under co-ordinatewise operations. Let 
J
Ta(x-l)dp (x) . let Tr(@) = z@~~n@Tr(@a).
For v E iZ1(G) and @c $Z"(G), we obtain the inequality ITr (@#)\ < II411 co IIVIII .
We now define A(G), the Fourier algebra of G, and we pair A(G) and M(G) to get the compact analogue of Corollary 7. Let A(G) be the set of f 6 C(G) for which f e %1 (d). We define a norm on A(G) by Note that A(G) is isomorphic to .S?l(G), because for each @ c~1 (~), the function f(x) =~ae~nQTr (Oa Ta(x)) is in A(G); further,
We note that for f e A(G), IIL(x)f IIA = IIf IIA.
THEOREM 9. Let G be a compact (nonabelian) gyoup, and let p~M(G). Then x * L(x) p is continuous j~om G to (M(G), II . II~) if and only if P c M.(G).
PYoof. For v c M(G) and f c A(G), we define
H~is defined by~(t) = f(t-l), then ll~\\ A = I]f IIA. Thus We conclude now with the general case. We shall use the machinery developed by P. Eymard [2] , and we shall follow his conventions in the use of x in various formulae, where we used x-1 in the compact and abelian cases discussed above.
Let G be a locally compact group. Let Z denote the equivalence classes of the continuous unitary representations on G. For r e Z, let H * denote the represen- We have the inclusion A(G) C C~U(G), since A(G) C CO(G). We let Ak = {f c A(G): IIf IIB < k}. Now for f 6 A(G), IIL(X)f IIB = IIf IIB ; hence each Ak is L(x) -inva,riant.
We pair A(G) and M(G) by the relation (f, P) = 1 f(t)dp(t) (f e A(G) and p c M(G)). G Let ,~(Ak) be the topology on M(G) of uniform convergence on the sets Ak. We wish to apply Theorems 3 and 4 as we did in Theorem 9. To do this, it remains only to observe that VN(G) can be identified as the dual space of A(G) (see [2, Section 3 .10] ), and for p 6 M(G), the identification is given by the relation f++ 1 f(x)dp (x) = (f, w), G For if {gn} C Ll(G) and gn~w in~(Ak), then fmgn~fmdp (note that f~gn e L 1(G)). In fact, for each k, we have the relations Proof. Let A = A(G) as before, and recall that A(G) is a dense subalgebra of CO(G) (for the locally compact case, see [2, Section 3.4] ). s
